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“Light in a Dark Season” 
Members Exhibition at Cape Cod Museum of Art 
Juror’s Choice Awards Announced 
Exhibition on view through January 27, 2019 
 
In “Light in a Dark Season,” 80 artists shine their light for the Cape Cod Museum of Art 
(CCMoA) visitors in in a stunning variety of paintings, prints, photographs, sculptures 
and jewelry.  

“We received over 200 creative submissions from our artist members who interpreted 
what inner and outer light means to them,” said Benton Jones, acting executive director 
of CCMoA. “This show is inspiring and will lift the spirits of our visitors as the days 
darken into winter.”  

The show was juried by teacher, curator and painter Patricia Stark Feinstein who 
selected 83 works for the show saying, “My aim was to present an exhibition that would 
challenge and inspire from a multitude of perspectives and that would add Light to our 
corner of the world.”  

At the reception on December 6, Feinstein announced three Juror’s Choice Awards:  

Victory of the Spirit by Gary Urgonski - metal/mixed media sculpture 
The commanding presence of this bold, poignant and whimsical figure offers a truly 
unique image.  Composed of a multitude of intriguing elements—found objects, welded 
metal and wire, glass, wood and stone—the sculpture suggests the strength, resilience 
and ultimate transcendence brought to the dark seasons of our lives. Each part of the 
image teases forth our personal engagement with questions, thoughts and feelings, and 
the small book and attached pen request our participation.  
 
Determination by Linda O. Fanning - watercolor 
In this luminous, poetic realm created out of mere paint and paper, a landscape has 
been transformed into a message of spirit, hope, faith, and of light over dark. The 
delicate yet dramatic interweaving of air and water, sky and land surrounds a bird in its 
upward flight, a symbol of Determination in an ever-changing world. As we look at this 
delicate watercolor, we recognize aspects of the world around us, but we are asked to 
see this world in a new way.  
 
Pleiades by Michael Pearson – oil and acrylic on board 
The painting titled Pleiades conveys the dynamic rhythm that is a part of all inner and 
outer life. More specifically, it speaks of the grandeur, the exquisite complexity and even 
the majesty of the cosmos. This vision of galaxies alive with clusters of stars confirms 
that the space we thought of as dark is, in fact, filled with light. By standing close to the 
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painting and filling the field of vision with its imagery, you can soar deeply into the 
darkest space and out again into the shimmering movement of stars and nebulae. 

Attached are images of the artworks that received the Juror’s Choice Awards 

About Cape Cod Museum of Art 

Founded by artists in 1981, CCMoA is the Home of Cape Cod Art.  The Museum preserves 2000 works of 
the Cape’s finest artists and celebrates the distinctive artistic identity of the Cape & Islands region. 
CCMoA is a major hub of cultural creativity.  It educates, inspires and excites the imagination through its 
outstanding art collection and diverse programming while connecting its many communities.  Located at 
the Cape Cod Center for the Arts, the Museum is situated in a beautiful setting surrounded by a Sculpture 
Garden. CCMoA has seven galleries, the Weny Education Center and studio space; the Harry Holl 
Sculpture and Clay Studio; an auditorium, and a Museum Shop. It is supported in part by the 
Massachusetts Cultural Council and the Arts Foundation of Cape Cod.  

CCMoA is located at 60 Hope Lane, just off Route 6A, on the campus with Cape Cinema and the 
Cape Cod Playhouse in Dennis, MA. Hours are 10 am to 4 pm Thurs through Sat and noon to 4 pm on 
Sunday.  The Galleries are open for ARTfull Thursdays from 4 – 7 with no admission fee.  General 
Admission is $9, $7 for seniors and students 19+ with school ID, $5 for students 13 to 18, and free for 
children 12 & under. For more information, see www.ccmoa.org or call (508) 385-4477. Follow on 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 
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